
Year 6 Writing Task 2 Stage Poetry 

All of these poems are about performing watching at a play or concert.  They 
include the special atmosphere that it brings when you watch or take part in it 
 

 
 
Stage Fright  
Lights go out all around 
An audience awaits 
There is no sound 
Curtains open- the stage is revealed 
Showtime everyone- keep your eyes peeled. 
 
Lights beam down- the stage is set now 
But little do the watchful audience know 
Just how nervous this stage  
It’s not quite used to being so Showbiz 
 

Comments 

 Stats 

 E-Books 

 

At A Rock Music Concert 

The howl of the magic guitar 

brings me such pleasure 

and he is striking string after string 

 

while he walks his tripping step,  

dancing along in a school uniform,  

bringing me such pleasure 

 

as if I am also filled with the magic 

and feelings wash over me 

while he dances along in a school uniform 

 

and it is as if the music fills my whole being 

the whining, the clear sound 

and feelings wash over me 
 

Write your own poem about performing or watching a performance 

Think about: 

 The atmosphere in the room  

 The effect of the building around you 

 The effect of performing/ the performance on you 

 

You might want to think about including some of these: 

 How the lighting creates an atmosphere 

 Your thoughts and feelings 

 What can be heard in the room 

 The surroundings – curtains/ props  

 Whether it needs to rhyme or not 

 Whether it has capital letters at the start of each line or not 

Remember to use: 

 Similes and metaphors  

 Good vocabulary 

 

Don’t forget- you can jot down 

ideas/ words / phrases before 

deciding on which lines and 

verses you want to use them in 

The Stage Play 
Natural born performers take to the stage  
Their riveting displays of emotion transcend all 
barriers of time and age 
I’m hypnotized by the clash of bright silver 
swords in sword play  
Their reflection reaches the sky  
Shining so bright that the light of the heavens  
Illuminates a silvery day 
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